Close-out and Inventory Reduction Sale

2012

Please post this sale catalog on your church bulletin board
**Cocina Facil y Sana**  
Healthful food preparation and recipes  
CF  
Regular $14.95 each  
**Special** $8.15 each

**International Hymnal**  
202 hymns in three languages—German, English, and Spanish  
IH3  
Regular $9.95 each  
**Special** $6.25 each

**La Salud Depende de la Cocina**  
Good food, preparation, preservation; foods for healing; natural therapies  
C-Mex  
Regular $11.50 each  
**Special** $6.15 each

**El Amor y Su Lucha**  
God’s love at work to save man, taken from books by Ellen G. White  
EAL  
Regular $9.95 each  
**Special** $6.50 each

**Nunca Solo**  
By Siegmund Gutknecht  
Life story in war and then in gospel service  
NS  
Regular $17.95 each  
**Special** $12.75 each

**Treasury of Bible Stories**  
Best-loved Bible stories for children ages 6 and older  
TBS#0375  
Regular $10.95 each  
**Special** $6.50 each

**Salud y Curación por Hierbas**  
By Carlos Kozel  
Natural healing principles and aids  
SyC  
Regular $34.95 each  
**Special** $24.00 each

**Las más Bellas Historias de la Biblia**  
Best-loved Bible stories for children ages 6 and older  
HDLB-0275  
Regular $10.95 each  
**Special** $6.50 each
Tu, Que Eres Humano
By Gerhard Hunger
Counsel on marriage, family, and finances
TQEH
Regular $8.40 each
Special $4.25 each

Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing
By Ellen G. White
Inspirational thoughts from Jesus’ sermon on the mount
MBb (Book)
Regular $6.95 each
Special $4.50 each

Nutrición Sana
Good food, preparation, preservation; foods for healing; natural therapies
NUTRISANA
Regular $8.40 each
Special $4.25 each

Para Todos los Queridos Hermanos Adventistas
By Raul Escobar
Natural healing principles and aids
SY
Regular $8.40 each
Special $4.25 each

Christ Our Saviour
By Ellen G. White
The story of Jesus for children
COS
Regular $6.95 each
Special $4.25 each

Salud Ya!
By Raul Escobar
Natural healing principles and aids
SY
Regular $8.40 each
Special $4.25 each

Manual para la Obra Misionera
By Gerhard Hunger
Instruction for successful missionary outreach
MPOM
Regular $8.95 each
Special $3.75 each

Colporteur Evangelist
By Ellen G. White
Principles and guidelines for home missionaries and colporteurs
CE
Regular $1.20 each
Special $.75 each

For more information and quantity discounts, visit the online store at sda1888.org
BOOKLETS AND MAGAZINES

Salud por Jugos
By Carlos Kozel
Therapeutic uses of fruit and vegetable juices
SPJ
Regular $1.95 each
Special $1.45 each

Reformation Handbook
Quotations from the Bible and writings of Ellen G. White on reformation
RefH
Regular $4.95 each
Special $3.75 each

The Vegetarian Kitchen
Basic vegetarian recipes
VK
Regular $9.95 each
Special $3.75 each

Has the Truth Changed?
By Henry Dering
What doctrinal changes are there in Adventism?
HTTC
Regular $1.00 each
Special $.65 each

Manual para Instructores
By Gerhard Hunger
Bible studies to lead individuals to Jesus
ManPl
Regular $9.95 each
Special $6.50 each

Religious Liberty in Crisis
By Ellen G. White
Excerpts from The Great Controversy
RLIC
Regular $1.50 each
Special $.95 each

Manual de Evangelismo
By Gerhard Hunger
Principles for sharing the gospel
MdE
Regular $4.95 each
Special $3.50 each

Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing
By Ellen G. White
Inspirational thoughts from Jesus’ sermon on the mount
MBm (Magazine)
Regular $1.95 each
Special $1.25 each

Sale prices are good while supplies last through June 30, 2012
BOOKLETS AND POSTERS

*Rise and Progress of the S.D.A. Reform Movement*
By Oscar Kramer
Personal experience in World War I
RPRM
Regular $0.95 each
Special $0.50 each

*Why S.D.A.’s Are Noncombatants*
Official S.D.A. publication
SDANCO
Regular $0.95 each
Special $0.45 each

*S.D.A.’s and Civil Government*
Official S.D.A. publication
SDACG
Regular $0.95 each
Special $0.45 each

*The Ten Commandments*
16" x 24"
ENGLISH • SPANISH • FRENCH
P-10C-E • P-10C-S • P-10C-F
Regular $2.50 each
Special $1.00 each

Call 916-765-3389 for availability and to order
The Law of Moses Abolished–Nailed to the Cross
WWNC
Regular $.07 each
Special $.04 each

Ruidoso, Rápido y Brillante
LFS-S
Regular $.12 each
Special $.07 each

La Venida de Cristo
LVC
Regular $.10 each
Special $.04 each

Why Is There So Much Suffering?
WTMS
Regular $.07 each
Special $.04 each

Steps to Nirvana?
Nir
Regular $.07 each
Special $.04 each

Drugs and Alcohol–Who Needs Them?
DaA
Regular $.07 each
Special $.04 each

Our Day at Court
ODAC
Regular $.07 each
Special $.04 each

To order online and pay with a debit or credit card, go to sda1888.org and click on “Store”
Lecciones de Escuela Sabática para Niños
(Translated from the English Primary Sabbath School Lessons)

First Year, First Quarter: From Creation to the Tower of Babel
First Year, Second Quarter: From Abraham to Jacob
First Year, Third Quarter: Joseph and Job
First Year, Fourth Quarter: From the Birth of Moses to Sinai

Second Year, First Quarter: The Sanctuary in the Wilderness
Second Year, Second Quarter: In the Wilderness

Third Year, First Quarter: Samuel
Third Year, Second Quarter: Daniel
Third Year, Third Quarter: Samuel
(same as Third Year, First Quarter, with different illustrations)
Third Year, Fourth Quarter: Saul, David, and Solomon

PER LESSON
Regular $1.20
Special $.60
ORDER FORM

BILL TO: ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP: __________________________________________________

PHONE / EMAIL: ____________________________________________________

SEND TO: ____________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP: __________________________________________________
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SUBTOTAL

COLORADO RES., ADD 7.72%

POSTAGE–ADD $2.00 PLUS 10%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Send Order Form with payment to: RELIGIOUS LIBERTY PUBLISHING ASSN.
9999 E. Mississippi Avenue • Denver, CO 80247